
lady and this what I will look if I ever get in a long term relationship, enthusiasm particularly about me and my work.

Yesterday night I was at Jacek's experimental music concert, it was basically mostly his musicians friends with who I had a bit of fun and then also was there and we did manage to talk a
little together. She seems rather careful to get into any plan making of any kid, whether it is even simply meeting up and seems to have undergone quite a big depression. Anyhow, nothing to be
done, we made it home quite late in the night and today we were supposed to go to many meetings and so forth but we ended up home working on our projects. I did manage though to start
setting up a plan for an exhibition here. At least people are interested and in a way more cultural to the point that there is even who is willing to offer his time to set up the whole thing like
Joanna, a giant Hungarian girl I met this spring here. This thing  told me yesterday night about not having any expectations for me is crazy, it is total depression, it is suicidal particularly
today when we ought to construct even bigger and stronger expectations to counter balance all the crap that the institutionalized ambitions of worldly humans are bringing about. What the heck!
We just ought to believe into something and then we are on but as soon as skepticism and misbelief comes about, or even worst non-belief, it is the end of our spirituality, of our being humans,
this girl should really be scolded in her insomnia. Okay, I agree I am a small dictator in the fulfillment of my ideal yet I would never step over anyone, if there is a risk I rather withdraw as with
ex, but withdrawing my ideal? What for? Why then live? Soon Jacek's parents will come to celebrate the epiphany here. His Italian speaking cousin will be also here (she is more enthusiast!) and
with her boyfriend Karol I will attempt to set up the website idea I had to rate graduates programs across Europe, this to undermine its devastating unification, uprooting its youth and bringing in
all sort of aliens, all these without any sense of responsibility nor of an understanding of the possible consequences.  

I have been really frustrated this morning going to the print shop nearby the beautiful castle and finding not well disposed people to help me with the publication of my drawings, quadruplicating
the original estimate and being not at all well disposed to collaborate. After being around the medieval city and getting lost again (I always manage to disorient myself somewhat in Krakow,
ending up on one side thinking that I am on the other), I have stopped in a so called milk shop to have some "pirogi" dumplings and work on an on-line version of my Website, some kind of a
bazaar where only samples are shown and sold. Luckily I later had a meeting with Jacek and Ronda to discuss an exhibition together and I have re-dimensioned myself thinking of a far simpler
solution. Also Jacek went back with me in the print shop and we finally talked it through with a more well disposed assistant there, finding a really nice solution. Quality can only be ensured via
a direct involvement of the ideator in the production process, the low quality characterizing now a days products can be definitely explained in the split of this involvement (e.g. ideas in the West
and production in the East... which I try to merge again). In the evening I had a nice dinner at an Italian restaurant with Jacek who is about to leave. Meantime the weather got below zero and I
can experience the Polish winter which so much scared me.

A sunny day and quite below zero, spent with Anya, Jacek's super enthusiastic cousin who took me to the high school where she teaches Italian. We taught three classes together and had much
fun making the students most active and establishing from the beginning a very physical relationship. While the school and the surrounding seemed rather old, the content, its people an even the
food in the cafeteria was just great. This all situation is once again threaten by the schoolification of society. Italy and I guess even Sweden, certainly had a bit of this human character before a
whole freaking generation was sent to university and no one is out there any more to do any humble work, which on the other side is really immigrant dependent. I am probably earning my living
being this silly intellectual but for me it is rather clear that a society ought to have this physical, human and humble dimension, the very social substance is otherwise at stake. After school I
walked back home some kilometers and experienced the horrible outcomes of the empires contending Poland. First the I walked through awful roads and industries and apartment blocks... all the
outcome of Communism. To avoid that I turned into somewhat of a park to just find myself in what remained of a concentration camp... how horrible, how horrible. All very horrible and made
more horrible by the persistent smell of coal in the air and the desolation, how very horrible the outcome of Nazism and how very horible any such emperialistic politic. Cannot a priest address
the crowds in these terms? These crowds will sooner or later repeat such horribleness. The only way out I guess is to cultivate and esteems local talents, let them flower without attempting
anything too ambitious and out of the natural domain. Now I am in my small attic room at Jacek's family house. He is leaving for Sweden, the lifeless Sweden while I will be here still enjoying
some more life and setting up my small production... i also lunched a small version of my Website looking forward to presents these products as they come along. 

At the print shop in Krakow. It is night time and I really seriously worked quite hard today walking up early in the empty attic, certainly a energy location if the Celtic buried their kings their and
the Nazis burned their Jews. I then stayed a bit with Thadeus, Jacek's father who is quite lonely and unemployed but a good person who probably had a better time during Communism when all
stage designers like him had some sort of commission although the were not free to say all that they wanted. Anyhow, later in the snow and the smog I walked through the Jewish ghetto and got
lost again trying to find the English bookstore where I met with Ronda and Joanna, a big Hungarian girl who will manage the exhibition we are trying to set up at last. Here things seem possible
to be realize, at least a prototype version of them as the quality is not the very best (I am just looking now at my prints... a 7,2 meters banner with many of my head-shots collected in the last
years abroad). As the girls left I sat down and with my rigour managed to go through the papers the students back in Stockholm have sent me to review. One was on homosexual rights and the
other on digital natives... not really my "passion" (the girl writing on homos was indeed quite passionate). They are now finishing off my prints and I keep on being interrupted... better go now!

Crazy day waking up rather early and the marching through the snow along the big Krakow river first to the center to pick up my long banners and then back on the opposite side of town to an
empty factory. Poland is really the place where things can still happen, where gentrification have been slowed by recession, an awful gentrification that only catastrophes can erase (maybe the
recession is a catastrophe of a sort). Anyway on the way to the empty factory I crossed the big graffiti of Blu... what a genius the guy... a man yelling on top of the the crowd with a half
megaphone half bell, this Northern Italian is really quite something, art, real art must rise from the dirt... all this crap of museums and institutions just fucks the all thing (mean time Frank Sinatra
is annoying on the radio). Fuck the main stream then, but yes, no problem to exploit its promoters/curators out of their own vanity. The factory in fact was a blast, all empty and run down, great
for experiments and guess? The 7200 milliliters banners of portraits were just the right size... and Joanna, my giant Hungarian assistant, what a lovely person to have risen my ambition to such a
place, really something! I later followed her on the tram back and from the city took other trams and got lost in the trashy suburbs from where I went to finalize my teeth at the dentist... now I am
just siting in the Milk Bar, the old style Milk Bar eating cheap Polish cuisine...  

Another day in the city working and linking up different possibilities with the help of Joanna, who is now seating next to me in yet another meeting to evaluate the possible publication of my
drawings. Really much has been established... my idea is to establish a constructive business here but it requires much patience. They did make my drawings book in the end but without
respecting any chronology and even with several white pages inside that I had to rip off. After lunch I met with  the Italian teacher and had quite an hilarious time making joke with her at
the Milk bar and latter with Joanna we went back to the factory building where I wish to exhibit and met Damien, a senior artist who is supposed to help with the burning of my ceramic tiles. He
had a nice factory space to where to exhibit but he seemed really picky for when it comes to type of works and so forth. I am going later soon and will meet with my Polish friends, probably the
last time before my departure.

I kept at home all day. I not only had to made up the time I did not spend with my project this week but I also felt rather exhausted. Possibly is people and having to talk to them that sucks up my
energy. Yesterday evening I went to a pub and showed Jacek's friends my drawing books. They were a big success and people were mostly impressed, now keeping me in high esteem. It is
fundamental to get out with the work at times and do not rely on the silent indifference of telecommunication. At least some time because later one ought to get back and cultivate his talent,
avoiding to end up like the Polish artist depicted by Balzac in Cousin Bette, waisting his talent in café and with a lover, becoming rather a critic. I guess again here it is a balance but one ought to
have a bit of a sensor to maintain it. Today I anyway manage to catch up with my project and actually simplify things, my Website in particular, reducing really everything down to 36 projects. I
am also sort of in the process of making a bit of a choice (I already mention these some entries ago), whether to exhibit many projects in one or single projects in different rooms. The many
projects in one is something I am already doing in my Virtual building, thus, talking to Gosha and Thadeus (Jacek's father but also a bit with his brother), I am sort of opting to exhibit one piece
per venue. The issue is always though whether I will to exhibit with other artists and thus clash with them. Later in the afternoon I went to shop again for poor Thadeus who is unemployed and I
went back I found that we was already cooking a meal for me. Michal asked me to go out but I really feel I want to sleep and gain back my spirit!   

At the airport now living Krakow after an intense residence here, not really at all as a tourist but rather as one of the Smoliki's component, a guy wanting to do something, trying his way to
produce and exhibit his art, but also very much living the city, walking around, meeting its people, a gentle acquanting leaving no ugly footprints but rather disseminating potentials, ideas,
spreading the beauty that the media channels so much pervert. I took a gentle walk to the city today visiting a couple of churches with its miniature Christams constructions and the national
museum, all free on Sunday. They were all Thadeus' tips and good one, I really much enjoy all this "good taste" characterizing the Poland of 19th century. It is an heritage that, despite the brutal
cleansing of many Empires running through it, still survives among the people, it is still able to transmit nobility to the most sensitive ones, to irradiate them of nobility despite the constant threat
of gentrification. I spent quite some time today in a Neo classic small museum with "bad taste" modern paintings inside, artist trying to make up the outlook of a style rather than its spirit, how
awful... in such a gorgeous space, rather contained but with allot of potential for the presentation of my work. I later went to Joanna, in an amazing apartment with much trash and graffiti on the
staircase but what interiors. There were all its sweet roommates, but how young I realized. All of a sudden I am on the verge of becoming a senior. the boys were rather plain and shy but there
was a girl there, Ewa with beautiful dark hairs and beautiful blue eyes, a really enchanting small being who sang with her guitar for us. I later solved a couple of business issues with Joanna who
meantime told me her story, basically also very young but growing up everywhere in Europe. I then was back to Thadeus, spent some time with him as with a grandfather engaging him in
conversations speaking broken English (I really hate to be too eloquent here in Poland where people English is rather modest). He then took me to the airport and now here I am with the prospect
of Sweden, a winter to go and much to read... yet the pleasure of being with my son at last!

Back to Sweden and I have to say that I don't mind the clean, air, water and generally clean landscape after the Polish experience. I maybe miss the social life and some extra hours of light.
Despite the beautiful sunny day today, I picked up my son rather early but the sun did not fail to come down. It was rather nice to be with him, I told him many stories of my trip such as the
avalanche accident and the monastery pilgrimage with Jacek. I now spend the many hours seating to commute as some sort of reading hours. Liselott demands me to pick August three times a
week and I comply although this might compromise my profession... not hers though. She also does not like Lamin, my Ghana room mate. He is certainly not an engaged baby sitter, he seems
not to understand what one tells him such as I told him not to use his phone when with August but he just spent is time doing it. The kitchen was also in not so good conditions but I try not to be
the owner, just someone with good sense... Okay, so few fuss to keep thinking about but all very endurable for now... I am standing in the minus degrees waiting for the train to take me from this
eclectic part of the north of town back to the poor south... I comply!

I woke up in the middle of a dream with a Nazi woman and her army... too many holocaust pictures I showed yesterday to my kid perhaps or perhaps again the dry and dark winter (somewhat
lighten by the snow whiteness) and the many readings I have now ahead of me together with the many hours of seating at seminars and in trains to reach my kid. In fact I do not despise many of
the readings, it is actually rather revealing to get into Sigmund Freud for instance and fins some weird coincidences with my practice, repetition, instinct to conserve and child-play, scary tools to
analyze why I am doing all this project, what complex lies at its bottom. Meantime I got furious again with Lamin finding out at day light that he basically manage to burn all the plastic handles
of the forks, scratch through all the pots and what made me even more furious is to find that he was staying in my room with his cousin (likely to do something with her as it is very normal he
told me). The reason why I got a roommate in the first place was to keep away from the self-destructiveness I have encountered this summer, but then I was really frustrated because of my ex and
anxious about my work to come. Now I feel  very solid and pure, I have been so since I have moved out. Also I had no other choices for the first month but to get someone ... I was just cashless.
What to say? After a long seminar today with Russian scholars, I was down to the gym and really got quite some training going as I used to in my teenagerhood spending my afternoon body
building. Now that I am mind building I really need it, a new chapter has started anyway since I got unemployed from my much physical yet deteriorating role in the old farm, a role that lasted
ten years... I guess every six, seven years it is time for a new chapter. When I was young I was always the principle and sole character in this chapter always breaking up with girls and anything
and anyone who did not have something to do with my enterprise, so it happened recently with Liselott blocking my undertaking, so it is happening with Lamin. 

I talked to Lamin today at last, confronted him even though I always avoided confrontations all my life. He was wearing a tight shirt with all his negro muscles out but I was cool and told him
what I thought. He is going to search for a new place, hopefully without any revenge... very sensitive moment once more. I was at the university later and just got a working environment so that I
can edit my films about related productions, this using the material I find on-line and I do not want to corrupt the intimacy of my home with such a connection, at work it will do good, at home I
have more introspect stuff awaiting me and in a way I really feel I want to be alone there growing my small plants not to mention that now Liselott opened up and will let me have August for
some weekends and in this respect I want a real home... just like Thadeus' attic in Krakow who has so much inspired Jacek. I need that stage! For now I kept reading Freud and now had to move
on to Nietzsche, more than 500 pages to go for next week alone. I am heading home now on the commuter rail and more reading to do...

A good night of sleep and a rather good start of the day other than I was quite close to sue Lamin at the Police station... at last I just gave him a kind ultimatum after yesterday he has left the stove
on. I am quite a tyrant, or just used to quite a discipline although I do have my moments of enjoyment like today with my kid once more eating burritos and watching old Italian comedies. I guess
I really love him and just the idea that we can spend some weekends alone in my studio/apartment makes me want to get rid of Lamin the lazy, the one who puts his talent in the earth once his
lord is gone, rather than investing it. I am certainly very generous at first but can feel quite severe and angry when I feel such a light disrespect. I guess also I am much in love with my project,
Nietzsche and all the philosophy I am getting quite nicely cultivated with, it is also rather mind opening, an invitation to action out of the bourgeoisie antiquatism. I am on the train now back to
the deep South once again, reading and cultivating my intellect after a bit of white trash experience, a bit of the poison my ex wife's family is so fond of, namely artificial dissipation, televised
drunkenness. Luckily I also have the gym now at work. Today I used my old boxing gloves I was using in Shanghai... slowly I will try to get back to a good form and cultivate my body or at least
compensate all the mind work.

The temperature dropped far below zero but it was a beautiful day and I could not spend at least some time out in the sun, I really feel bad when it is sunny not to pay homage to such gorgeous
nature. I was actually running in a parking lot of an abandoned store and then got ready to attend a dissertation. Meantime I have forgiven Lamin, he couldn't find any cheap dwelling and I just
told him to stay but to respect a few rules. I doubt he will do that but on the other side he is an okay guy and I will be able to save. As a matter of fact I don't know how long I will resist in this
very Swedish academic context. Maybe the reading of Nietzsche is opening up a bit my otherwise instinctive abomination towards historifying researchers who keep it in their comfort zone and
do not adopt history as rather as source of inspiration to do something noble. I am afraid my supervisor is one of such kinds and I really don't know what to do in the long run as I feel that what I
value the most, my intuition, can get spoiled by all this serious academicism of which I am rather skeptical. Namely I am so bored and cannot even stand to look at these people or even think to
engage in any conversation, as later in the evening at the social mingling. I am seriously thinking to really try to avoid them, be with real people and their real stories. I will just endure for now,
prioritize my work, my mission, my survival and just comply with this small  society just for the sake of this larger and more noble goal of main.

Another beautiful day, a Saturday... how dreadful was the the time in Poland otherwise. I am actually quite in love with this multicultural city of Södertälje, once certainly a very elegant and
noble place with its facade of small palaces facing the end of a deep river (deep for Sweden at least). After resuming painting and getting back in love with my daily practice, I went out in the
totally blue sky and totally frozen landscape, walking under the river (the river in which Siddharta got back to after experiencing life, a woman and a son?). Also I could not resist filming myself
recording my thoughts while walking despite my fingers getting totally frozen. As I reached the downtown I was rather picky to choose an pot for me. I already assigned to Lamin the ones he
scratched and I finally found an iron one for me (I will get some iron at last and no unhealthy aluminum!). I was also at the one room art museum contemplating it... I really felt I can manage the
exhibition despite the fact that I will have to self produce it, this thanks to getting acquainted with some production in Poland. I then wrote to the curator to remind her of this fact and also found
an e-mail from Liselott saying that she is on her feet economically (she will never ever say that she on her knees sentimentally, then I could give her all my heart) and she excepts my economical
help (notice that I earn a third of what she does and I got out of our engagement with quite nothing while she has plenty of properties... but also loans). Anyhow, I was benevolent and open for
discussion and I guess on top of buying grocery every time I go there there will be other expenses (all going to banks at last). I am rather quite otherwise, a bit skeptical about academia in general
but I will continue playing the game for some time.

Another quite beautiful yet icy freezing winter day. I was awaken in the night again but probably the neighbour coming back, or maybe a bit of my anxieties with Liselott or my back or the fact
that I have been scanning 144 drawings or just all summed up. Anyhow, rather than keeping it in bed I sat to work on my project for some three hours and went to sleep again, like a monk
interrupting his sleep for his morning prayers. Jacek and Brett wanted to see me but I was really willing to, I still ha quite some Nietzsche to read and in the end they came here after a morning of
quite absorbed reading. I was prepared already to go out and grill in the frozen nature but they were a bit late and less prepared so I took them to the cute center of town, did some barbecue
grocery and climbed a small forested hill where we had our good time cooking and chatting. They then came to my place, the first guests. Everyone likes my printed small books of drawings
(probably not my supervisor and generally Swedes who might be quite iconoclast and puritan in this respect). I have been giving many of them away already and a few remains... all love is thus
given away "for free" yet somehow I believe there is another kind of compensation that comes back in other ways. the thing is that I know exactly what I want and how I should it but it is society
to confuse me as soon as I set in motion and I get obstacolated. This the case with the Virtual architecture I wanted to make in Liselott's farm and I guess with the book I should publish for my
dissertation. At last one ought to keep his passion rather hidden, gets secondary things out of these official engagements and later just disregard them. Passion ought to be cultivated and one has




